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An algorithm to synthesize optimal controllersfor the scaledH
' , full information problem with real and complex
uncertainty is presented. The control problem is reduced to a linear matrix inequality, which can be solved via a
finite dimensional convex optimization. This technique is compared with the optimal scaled H
' , full information
with only complex uncertainty and D-K iteration control design to synthesize controllers for a missile autopilot.
Directly including real parametric uncertainty into the control design results in improved robust performance of
the missile autopilot. The controller synthesized via D-K iteration achieves results similar to the optimal designs.

I. Introduction

the plant states and disturbances. Packard et al.'.' have shown for
the H
' , full information problem with linear, time-varying structured complex uncertainty that the optimal scalings and controller
require solution of a single, convex optimization problem. Since the
problem is convex, the global optimum of the scaled 7-1, norm is
achieved, and the optimum controller is constant gain.
This paper extends the optimally scaled, H
' , full information design method to account for real, time-varying parametric
~ncertainty.~
These results build on the work presented in Ref. 8.
The new results in this paper include the following.
1) The H
' , full information, controller synthesis with real parametric uncertainty as a single linear matrix inequality is formulated.
Convex optimization methods are used to solve the problem, resulting in a globally optimal controller.
2) The optimal controller is a constant, complex gain compensator, which can be realized as a dynamic system.
3) These results are applied to the design of a missile autopilot,
and comparison with other control design methods is made.
In addition to its theoretical interest, the scaled E , norm achieved
provides a lower bound for an output feedback controller of the
same order. This can be useful as a lower bound for p synthesis
with constant scalings.
Both scaled E, full information control design techniques are applied to the synthesis of an autopilot for a nonlinear, pitch-axis model
of a missile. These controllers are compared to an output feedback
controller designed using D- K iteration. The closed-loop systems
are analyzed with respect to linear, time-invariant and time-varying
parametric uncertainty, and nonlinear simulations are performed.
Directly accounting for real parametric uncertainty in the design
process leads to increased robustness of the closed-loop system to
changes in angle of attack and Mach number. Note that the output
feedback controller synthesized via D - K iteration achieves robust
performance levels similar to the optimally scaled H
' , designs.
The following section provides a brief synopsis of results in the
area of H
' , control design and p analysis and synthesis. The optimally scaled H
' , full information problem is presented in Sec. 111.
Section IV integrates real parameter uncertainty into the optimally
scaled, full information H
' , problem and formulates the solution as
a single linear matrix inequality. Two different formulations of the
resulting controllers are presented in Sec. V.
A missile autopilot is used as an example to apply the optimally
scaled full information H
' , techniques and D- K iteration for complex uncertainty. The nonlinear equations of motion for the pitch
axis of a missile are given along with the control design objectives
in Sec. VI. The three controllers are analyzed using the structured
singular value ( p )with linear time-invariant and time-varying uncertainty and nonlinear simulations. Controllers optimized with respect

M

ODERN control theory based on H
' , optimal control has
focused on the issue of robustness in control synthesis and
analysis.' Unfortunately, the H
' , norm alone often leads to a conservative estimate of robustness for structured uncertainty. The structured singular value p was introduced as a measure of robustness in the presence of modeling uncertainty with performance
specifications'; p reduces the conservativeness of the H
' , norm
by accounting for the uncertainty structure in the analysis.
Consider two types of uncertainty: complex and real. Complex
uncertainty is often used to represent unmodeled dynamics. Real
uncertainty corresponds to errors in system parameters or coefficients of a plant model. The synthesis of output feedback controllers, robust to real parameter uncertainty, has been the focus of
many researchers. Haddad and Bernstein3 presented a maximum
entropy approach using parameter-dependent Lyapunov functions
and Popov's criterion to include real parameter uncertainty into the
problem formulation. An alternative method using the Popov criterion is proposed by How and Hall.4 They design controllers using a
nonlinear search algorithm to optimize robustness and performance
simultaneously.
D- K iteration for p synthesis, which is based on H
' , control
methods and p analysis, was extended to directly include real parameter uncertainty by Young.5 This requires the addition of a G
scaling associated with the real uncertainty. The G scaling reduces
the conservativeness of the resulting controllers to real perturbations. Safanov and Chiang6 present a method for control design
based on optimization techniques, which is similar to D - K iteration. Their problem formulation incorporates parameter uncertainty
into the optimization problem governing the control design process. All of these output feedback methods that account for real
parametric uncertainty are not guaranteed to converge to a global
optimum.
To find a globally optimal, robust controller for a plant with structured uncertainty, we consider a special case of the general output
feedback problem, the full information problem. The full information problem provides the controller with direct measurement of
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to real parametric uncertainty show significant improvement in robustness when compared with the other designs.

11. Robust Control with ReaYComplex Uncertainty
Define x E R" as the vector of states, z E Rne as the vector of errors, y E Rny as the vector of measurements, d E Rnd as the vector
of disturbances, and u E Rnu as the vector of control inputs. The
state-space description of a linear time-invariant (LTI) plant can be
represented as

The set of scalings 4 affect only the real parametric uncertainty
blocks,

6 = { G = diag(G I , . . . , G,, , 0, . . . , 0): G; E CR'

Rt

}

An upper bound for p with real and complex uncertainty".'2 is
defined as

Similarly, a lower bound for mixed p can be defined.' The mixed
p upper and lower bounds reduce to the well-known complex p
where A E R " ' " , B l ~ R n x " dB, 2 ~ R n X WC1
Ue, R n e x n ,C 2 e
R",,x n , and the E matrices are of appropriate dimensions. Define P
as the Laplace transform of this system,

and S ( P ) as the set of all real, rational, proper controllers K ( s ) ,
which stabilize the closed-loop system. The incorporation of a controller into the system leads to the following linear fractional transformation ( L ~ T ) ~ :

+

F / ( P , K ) = PII P12K(I - P ~ K ) - l f ' n
This L l T represents the closed-loop transfer function with the lower
loop of P closed with the controller K . To determine whether a
closed-loop system can achieve a desired infinity norm performance,
the following minimization problem can be posed as

This is an 3-1, optimal controller synthesis problem, which can be
solved using well-known state-space methods.'
The structured singular value p can be used to determine robustness of the closed-loop system to structured modeling uncertainty
and the achievable performance level in the presence of real and
complex u r ~ c e r t a i n t y . Uncertainty
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' is defined using two types of
blocks in the p framework: repeated scalar and full block matrices.
Let integers in, n , and p define the number of real scalar, complex
scalar, and complex full blocks. Define integers R 1 ,. . . , R, such
that the ith repeated scalar block of real parametric uncertainty is
of dimension R, x R,. Define similar integers Cl, . . . , C, to denote
the dimension of the complex repeated scalar blocks. The structured uncertainty description A is assumed to be norm bounded and
belonging to the following set:
A = { A = diag(SfIR,, . . . , S ~ I R , " Sflc,,
,
. . . , S nC l c n ,
AI , . . . , A , , ) : S , K E R , S F E C , AE, C ' ~ ' ' ~ }
Real parametric uncertainty is allowed to enter the problem as a
scalar or repeated scalar block. Complex uncertainty enters the problem as a scalar, repeated scalar, or full block. The structured singular
value p is defined as

with p A ( M ) = O if no A exists such that det(I - MA) = 0. Note
that the value of p depends on the block structure of A.Upper
and lower bounds for p have been derived that utilize two sets of
structured scaling matrices, D and G. These scaling matrices are
similar in structure to the uncertainty blocks. Define the scaling set
D as
2) = { D = diag(Df,. . . , D,", D f , . . . ,

Dfd; I,, , . . . , d; IC,,): Of' E CK''R r , DF

E

Cci

' I ,

d, E C )

bounds when there are no real uncertainty blocks.
The structured singular value provides a measure of robustness
in the presence of the defined structured uncertainty. The D and
G matrices are allowed to vary with frequency for LTI uncertainty.
These scalings are restricted to be constant when computing robustness in the presence of linear time-varying (LTV) uncertainty. l 3
Rate bounds on the time rate of change of the uncertainty can be
incorporated into the analysis but are not addressed in this paper.I4
The objective of control design is to maximize robust performance, which corresponds to minimizing p in this framework. An
approach to output feedback control design, which minimizes complex p , is called D-K iteration. This technique is used to synthesize
output feedback controllers for the missile autopilot example. D-K
iteration tries to achieve the desired robust performance objectives
by integrating H, control design with complex p analysis.'."' l5
D-K iteration alternately minimizes the complex p upper bound
with respect to K or D holding the other variable constant. This
technique has been applied with great success to a variety of
aerospace applications despite a lack of guarantee to reach the global
~ p t i m u m . l ~A
- ' ~more detailed discussion of D-K iteration can be
found in Refs. 9 and 15. An approach to minimizing the p upper
bound for the full information case is presented in the following
section.

111. Optimal, Full Information Controllers
An algorithm to compute the optimally scaled, H, full information (FI) controller for a system with LTV uncertainty was presented
by Packard et al.7.RThis algorithm considers the synthesis problem
with constant D scalings included to allow infinitely fast time variation in the complex uncertainty. This section outlines this synthesis
procedure and presents the main theorem given in Ref. 7.
The open-loop system considered is a continuous-time plant. The
controller is provided with direct measurement of the states and
disturbances and is called the FI plant. The closed-loop Ha norm
condition is shown to be equivalent to a maximum singular value
condition involving the constant matrix form of the discretized FI
plant. The following theorem demonstrates this eq~ivalency.~
Theorem 1. Given the full infoJmation plant P j l (s) and the constant matrix discrete-time plant P j r along with the set D
' of scaling
matrices, then the following are equivalent.
1) There exists D E D
' and stabilizing K E S ( P j , ) such that

2) There exists D E 2)and stabilizing K E S ( P f l ) along with rcal
X = X* > 0 such that with Z = diag(X, D )

The proof, given in Ref. 7, is based on standard linear algebra
arguments and properties of L l T to equate these conditions.
The resulting constant matrix problem has two scaling matrices,
D and X. D is the original constant matrix that scales the plant
inputs and outputs. X is the symmetric positive definite solution
matrix in the Riccati formulation of the H- problem. It scales the
inputs and outputs of the discrete-time state equation. The X matrix
is included in the singular value test to restrict the eigenvalues of the
discrete-time state matrix to be less than one to guarantee stability.
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Now perform a change of variables. Denote the entries of the
discrete-time plant as ( R , U , V , T } , and introduce Q to replace
K ( I + T K ) - ' in the closed-loop LFT for notational convenience,

F / ( F f , ,K ) = R + U K ( I + T K ) - ' V = R + U Q V
A variant of Parrott's theorem is used to formulate two maximum
eigenvalue conditions equivalent to the constant matrix singular
value condition introduced i n Theorem 1. The resulting eigenvalue
condition is presented in Lemma 2.
Lemma 2. Given!hediscrete-time plant
formulate the closedloop LFT as F/(P f , , K ) = R U Q V and define U , such that
[U U,] is invertible and U T U l= 0. Then

Ff,,

+

1

[

inf 6 Z ~ ( R + U Q V ) Z - <~ I
0t S(P)
Z € 2

if and only if there exists Z

E

2 such that

IV. Optimal FI Synthesis for
ReaVComplex Uncertainty
The synthesis algorithm for systems with complex uncertainty
can be extended to include systems with real parametric uncertainty
usicg the realkomplex p upper bound. The procedure is similar to
the FI synthesis for complex uncertainty. The algebraic Riccati equation associated with the F
' I, norm condition for the continuous-time
plant is again shown to be equivalent to a constant matrix singular
value condition involving the discrete-time plant. The constant scaling matrices X and D are included in the problem to ensure stability
and reduce conservativeness. An additional set of constant scalings
4 are included in the formulation to reduce conservativeness of the
p upper bound for real uncertainty.
A variant of Parrott's theorem is again used to equate the constant
matrix maximum singular condition to a pair of maximum eigenvalue conditions. One of these conditions is automatically satisfied
for the FI plant. Consider the upper bound for mixed p for a constant
matrix*,' I :
p(R

h[UI(RZ-'RT - Z-')Ul] < 0

The proof follows directly from Parrott's
There is
an additional eigenvalue condition involving the matrix V and a
perpendicular component VL defined similar to U I . The V matrix
in the LFT of the closed-loop system with the FI plant is square
and invertible and so V , is null. The maximum eigenvalue condition utilizing this variable is automatically satisfied. The remaining
maximum eigenvalue condition is a linear matrix inequality (LMI)
with the scaling matrix as the free parameter.
The Em synthesis problem for the continuous-time FI system
is thus reduced to a single constant matrix maximum eigenvalue
problem using elements of the discrete-time FI system. The following theorem summarizes the synthesis procedure for systems with
infinitely fast varying LTV structured, complex ~ncertainty.~~'
Theorem 3. Given the n-state full information plant Pf,and the
set D ,

+ U Q V ) 5 5( [ D ( R+ U Q V ) D - '

+jG](I

+ G')-f

I

where

R

= (DRD-'

+ j c ) ( i+ c2)-f,

v = VD-'(I +

r/=DU

~ 2 1 - 4

The upper bound in the variables R , r / , and V can be shown to be
equivalent to a single maximum eigenvalue function using the same
procedure outlined in Ref. 7:

h[U;(RR* - I ) U l ]
= h{U;D-'[(DRD-' + j G ) ( I

+ G2)-'

x (D-'R*D - j C ) - I]D-'Ul]
=

h{ u;[RD-~R*+ ~ ( G R -* R G ) - E 2 ] u l ]

where
Define the following.
1) The augmented scaling matrices 2

Z =

{ [t

z]

: X E R " " " X, = X T > 0, D

2) Also, a > 0, so that ( I
3 ) Matrices R , U
R=[

(I

+aA)(I

&C,(I

-a

&(I
Ell

-aA)-'

&(I
D12

I

E 2,

A ) is invertible.

- aA)-'

u=[

+ G2)-'D-' E D
G = D-IC(I + G 2 ) - ' D - ' E G
D = D-'(I

- aA)-'Bi

+ Cl(I -aA)-'B1

- aA)-'B2

+ Cl ( I

- aA)-'B2

1

1

4) Matrix U l such that [U U1] is orthogonal.
Then, there exists a matrix K E S(P ) and a constant D E D such
that

if and only if the following convex set is nonempty:

{Z

E

2:k.,,,[U,T(RZR*

- c ~ ~ Z ) U<I 0
] } # {!J]

The optimal controller gains may be computed by scaling the
continuous-time plant with the constant D matrices and utilizing
standard E m state-space algorithms given in Ref. 1 or the controller
formulation algorithms given in Sec. V.

These equations lead to the following lemma, which parallels Theorem 3 for systems with complex and real uncertainty.
Lemma 4. Given the continuous-time, full information plant
P f ,(s) with spme uncertainty description A, define the discretetimeA plant P f , such that for some stabilizing controller K ,
F / ( P f , , K ) = R U Q V where R and U are explicitly given in
Theorem 3. There exists a stabilizing controller K E S ( P f , ) such
thatpL[F/(Pf,(s),K ) ] < 1 i f t h e r e e x i s t s D E D a n d G E G s u c h t h a t

+

h { Uy[RD-'R*

+j(GR*

-

R G ) - D-']U,}

<0

The maximum eigenvalue condition to be solved in Lemma 4 is
a single convex LMI in the matrix variables D and G. The optimal
scaling matrices are computed along with the achievable robustness in the presence of the uncertainty set. The following section
will demonstrate how to compute the optimal controller given the
robustness level and associated scaling matrices.
Lemma 4 along with Theorem 3 demonstrate how to synthesize
optimal, FI controllers for plants with complex and real uncertainty.
The elements of the continuous-time plant are used to formulate
constant R and U matrices. An LMI is formulated involving these
matrices to compute the optimal scaling matrices. The optimal controller is computed given these optimal scalings using the techniques
presented in the next section.
The free parameters used in the optimization are the elements of
the scaling matrices D and G. Symmetry of the scaling matrices
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is used to reduce the number of elements for an n x n matrix to
$n(n I ) parameters. The missile autopilot control design with
real and complex uncertainty presented in this paper formulates an
LMI with 172 free parameters in the optimization. The resulting
convex optimization is solved using the ellipsoid algorithm.19~2')

+

V.

Controller Formulation

Two ways are presented to compute the optimal scaled, real/complex FI controller directly from the scaling matrices produced by the
convex optimization algorithm given in Lemma 4. The original upper bound scaling matrices D and G are computed from the modified
scaling matrices D and G given in Lemma 4:
=0

- L2 GDT
- - I

D =(I

+G2)-to-t

+

Therefore, the elements of the scaled closed-loop formulation R
U Q v are known except for the unknown Q . Q is selected such that
the maximum singular value of the closed-loop system is less than 1:
C(R

+U Q v ) < 1

This proper Q used to parametrize the controller is computed using the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse and the D and G scalings
(a general parametrization of Q is given in Ref. 18):

Fig. 1 Scaled open-loop system.

The dynamic controller is of the same order as the plant. This statespace controller presents a more attractive formulation in that it
is physically realized. The closed-loop systems F / ( P f , ,K c ) and
F/[Pf,,
K R ( s ) ]are equivalent except for the imaginary component
of the error signals with the Kc controllers. The 'Hmnorm achieved
with K R ( s ) is guaranteed to be no greater than with K c .
Lemma 5. Given the full information plant Prl and stabilizing
controllers K c , K R ( s ) defined earlier, then I I F / [ P f I K
, ~ ( s ) ] li
l~
IIF/(Pf, Kc)Ilco.
Pro05 The two closed-loop systems are identical excepting errors
of the system with K c contains an imaginary part. The two-norm of
the complex error is less than the two-norm of the purely real error,
9

+

Q = -[(ii*u)\ii]R(r G ~ )D; V - L

The controller K is computed with these elements based on the
parameterization of the controller as an LFT, to form the system
R+UQV:

K =(I

+ QT)-'Q

The resulting controller is a stabilizing, constant gain controller
guaranteed to achieve the optimal closed-loop norm for the FI
system.
This optimal constant gain controller may have complex entries.
The imaginary components arise because both sets of scaling matrices are allowed to be complex. A complex gain feedback is physically unrealizable since it leads to imaginary signals. A dynamic
controller, having real entries, may be formulated from the entries
of the complex gain controller that is guaranteed to achieve a norm
at least as low as that of the complex gain controller.21
Consider the FI plant and the constant complex gain controller
K c derived previously. The complex gains result in complex states
and errors in the closed-loop system. Separate the controller into real
and complex entries for the state and disturbance feedback, where
K R , and KR,, correspond to the real gains and Kl, and KId correspond to the imaginary gains of the state and disturbance feedback,
respectively; K c = [ K R , K R ~ ] .I[K, Kid].
It is straightforward to calculate the closed-loop system from
disturbances to the real and complex parts of the errors. The statespace description of this system will have complex entries, which is
undesirable. Consider a state-space formulation of the closed-loop
system that treats the real and complex parts of the states and errors
as separate signals,

+

r

A + B ~ K R ~

-&Kir

I

1

BI+BzKR~

The first set of states in this formulation are the real components
of the actual states and the second set of states are the imaginary
components. The real components of the errors are the first set of
outputs, whereas the imaginary components of the errors are the
second set of outputs. It is possible to formulate a real, dynamic
controller that achieves a closed-loop norm at least as low as the
closed-loop system formed with the preceding complex, constant
gain controller. Consider the following dynamic, real compensator:

It was shown by Rotea and Khargonekar that including dynamics
in the state-feedback law does not lead to a lower norm value."
Therefore, an alternative f~rmulation,~
allows an indirect calculation of an optimal, constant gain controller. The controller is synthesized using a single D , G-K iteration. This method involves
computing the optimal D and G matrices and appending D with
the identity matrix and G with zeros. The open-loop plant is scaled
with these matrices with the appended identity and zeros scaling
the controller fee_dbackmeasurements to form the optimally scaled
open-loopplant P = (DP,, D-' fG)(I+G2)'/'.Theoptimal, constant gain FI 'Hmcontroller is synthesized for the optimally scaled
open-loop plant using the techniques in Refs. 1 and 15. Given the
scalings D and G , define G = ( I G2)-'l2. The open-loop plant
is scaled as shown in Fig. I .

''

+

VI. Missile Example
A. Missile Model

We will apply these optimally scaled 'Hm techniques to the design
of a longitudinal autopilot for a missile flying between Mach 2 ard
3 at 20,000 ft. For comparison, an output feedback controller is
synthesized using D-K iteration for the same system. The missile
equations of motion and performance objectives are taken from
Refs. 17,24, and 25. The nonlinear state equations for the missile are
cos2(a)
& = f , ( a , q , M ) = -mass
- - x u Fz + q

where
d
F,

= diameter, 0.75 ft
= sgn(a)C,(lal, S ) Q S , Ib
g
= acceleration because of gravity, 32.2 fVs2
I,
= pitch moment of inertia, 182.5 slug-ft2
M
= Mach number of the missile, 2-3
M,
= sgn(a)C,,,(lal, S ) Q S d , ft-lb
mass = mass of missile, 13.98 slug
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= dynamic pressure, 0.7 x p x M 2 lb/ft*

Q
4
S
ss
U

V
a
6
P

= pitch rate, radls
= reference area, 0.44 ft2
= speed of sound at 20,000 ft, 1036.4 ft/s
= along missile centerline, V x cos(a), ft/s
= velocity of missile, M x ss, ftls
= angle-of-attack, rad
= tail fin deflection, rad
= static pressure at 20,000 ft, 973.3 lb/ft2

The aerodynamic coefficients C, and C,,, are given by the;following polynomial expressions:

These values are representative of the missile traveling between
Mach 2 and 3 at an altitude of 20,000 ft. Typical maneuvers for
this missile result in angle-of-attack values that range between -10
and 10 deg. These nonlinear equations are linearized about trim
operating points and a state-space model of the missile, which is
a function of angle of attack a , and Mach number M is derived.
A linear fractional description of this dependence is used to define
the control design model. There are two uncertainty parameters
to account for the changes in angle-of-attack and six uncertainty
parameters to account for Mach. The LFT missile model is included
in the Appendix.
The poles of the pitch axis missile range from two stable, lightly
damped roots at -1.32 f ,17.73 rad/s at a = 10 deg to a stable and
unstable root at +15.13 and -12.6 rad/s with the missile at a = 0
deg. Therefore, to stabilize the airframe, the closed-loop bandwidth
must be greater than 15.13 rads. A more detailed description of the
missile model is presented in Refs. 24 and 25.
B.

Control Objectives

It is desired to synthesize a single controller to track commanded
acceleration maneuvers with a steady-state error of less than lo%,
a time constant of less than 0.4 s, and a step response overshoot of
less than 20%. The tail fin deflection is limited to 25 deg and the taildeflection rate to 40 deg/s/g given f 2 0 - g acceleration commands.
The controller is to provide performance over a range of f l 0 - d e g
angle of attack and missile velocities between Mach 2 and 3. The
controller must avoid saturating the tail-deflection actuator rate capabilities and destabilizing unmodeled high-frequency flexible body
modes of the missile.
Traditional autopilots are gain scheduled over the flight regime.
The approach used here is to treat the plant variations resulting from
changes in Mach number M and angle-of-attack a as uncertainty.
The robust control design techniques presented are used to compute a single controller that achieves stability and performance over
the range of variations. A block diagram of the control problem
formulation is shown in Fig. 2.
The tracking objective corresponds to a weighted H, norm on
the acceleration tracking error. The performance weighting function

+

+

used in the designs is WPc,t.= 0.15(s 3 0 ) / ( s 0.3). Weightings
are included on the actuator tail fin deflection angle W,, = 19 and
rate W,,,,,
= 1. These weightings are used to limit the magnitudes
of these signals to the desired performance goals. Noise on the pitch
rate measurement, qnoisc=
is included in the design of the
output feedback controller to satisfy rank conditions.
The actuator used in this missile is not of very high quality. This is
reflected in the problem formulation with a multiplicative input uncertainty, denoted by Winput= 1.5(s 2)/(s 80). The uncertainty
weight indicates that the actuator model has approximately 25% error at 15 rad/s (the location of one of the unstable missile poles) and
as much as 100% uncertainty at 71 rad/s. The missile and actuator

+

+

models are given in the Appendix. Stabilization of the pitch-axis
missile model is the driving constraint in this control problem.
C. Control Designs

There are three uncertainty blocks in the control problem, as seen
in Fig. 2. The first is a repeated scalar uncertainty parameter 6,.
It accounts for variations in angle of attack of the vehicle and is
repeated twice. The second uncertainty parameter
is repeated
six times and accounts for the range of Mach variation allowed
in the system. Here 6, and J M are variables associated with the
physical system and, thus, are necessarily real quantities. A full,
complex scalar uncertainty block Ain is included to model input
uncertainty. The performance block has three inputs and one output.
The uncertainty block structure is

A = d i a g ( & h x 2 , S ~ I 6 x hAinl
.
Thea and Mach variations 6, and S M are LTV uncertainties. Here, 6,
and S M are defined such that 6, varying between f1 implies that the
angle of attack a varies between f 1 0 deg and aM varying between
&l implies the missile velocity M varies between Mach 2 and 3.
Mach number and angle of attack are always real quantities, and so
the associated uncertainty parameters are treated as real. The input
uncertainty parameter contains magnitude and phase information
and is treated as complex, time-invariant uncertainty.
Two full information missile autopilots are synthesized using the
techniques described. The first controller treats all uncertainty in the
synthesis process as complex. This controller, denoted Knc,was used
in Ref. 26 to compare various control design methods for systems
with complex uncertainty. The second controller, denoted Kfi,, is
synthesized by directly accounting for real parametric a and Mach
uncertainty and treating A,,as a complex uncertainty.
An output feedback controller is also designed using D-K iteration. The measurement signals feedback to the controller are the
difference between the commanded and sensed acceleration and
the pitch rate of the missile. The output feedback controller, denoted KO[,was of order 23 after three D-K iterations. Balanced
realization model reduction techniques are used to reduce the controller order to 7. Controllers KflLand KOfare synthesized treating
the angle-of-attack variations 6, and Mach number variation 6~ as
complex perturbations. K,,, treats 6, and
as real perturbations.
The state-space descriptions of K1,,, K,,,, and Kof are presented in
the Appendix.
D. Analysis/Simulations

Fig. 2 Open-loop missile block diagram.

Robust stability with time-invariant uncertainty may be analyzed for the linearized plant model for each controller using the
p-Analysis and Synthesis Toolbox." Calculating the upper and
lower bound robust stability b for the given time-invariant uncertainty structure leads to the results in Fig. 3. Treating 6,, 6 , ~ and
,
Ai, as complex perturbations leads to peak p values greater than 1
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for the FI controllers. The p values achieved are 1.2 for Kfic,1.09
for Kill, and 0.97 for K,f. The peak p values are reduced for each
system by treating the Mach number and angle-of-attack variations
as real quantities. Analyzing robust stability with sM and 6, treated
as LTI real uncertainties results in p values of 1.08 for Kat, 0.88 for
Kn,, and 0.89 for K,t .
Robust stability for the optimal, FI controller for complex uncertainty, Kec is driven by the input uncertainty weight. This is
the dominate uncertainty above 100 radls where the robust stability p value is the highest. Robust stability at high frequency was
not achieved for this controller because of the optimization procedure focusing on the controller crossover region, 8-20 radls. Recall
that the controller bandwidth must exceed 15 radls to stabilize the
unstable pitch-axis mode. The robust performance objective could

3

Kfi,; .

3.5

4

...,Kfi,; and

not be achieved in the 8-20-radls-frequency range; therefore, the
optimization technique did not try to reduce the H , norm in other
frequency ranges. Kfi,directly accounts for the real uncertainty in
the system during the design process, which resulted in improved
stability robustness of the closed-loop system.
The nominal performance is 0.61 for Klic,0.62 for KR,, and 0.71
for the output feedback controller K,f. The weighted norm of the
nominal performance less than 1 indicates that all the controllers
achieve the desired performance objectives on the nominal system.
The robust performance p for each controller with linear, timeinvariant uncertainty is shown in Figs. 4 and 5. Treating s,, s,+,,
and A;, as complex, time-invariant uncertainty leads to a peak p
value of 1.28 for Kfic1.43 for Klir,and 1.41 for Kef, respectively, as
seen in Fig. 4. Computing p with Mach number and angle-of-attack
variations treated as real time-invariant quantities leads to a peak
value of 1.16 for Kfi,, 1.07 for Ka,, and 1.28 for Kef; see Fig. 5.
The robust performance p plots for Klir indicate there is an improvement in robustness by designing the controller to account for
real uncertainties. The synthesis process for Ktic focused on the
peak complex p value around 15 radls and did not attempt to reduce the norm at other frequencies. The LTI, reallcomplex robust
performance p plot (Fig. 5 ) shows that the peak value for Kli, occurs at frequencies above 100 radls where the input uncertainty
dominates. Since the (11and Mach variations no longer drive the
controller synthesis problem when they are treated as real, the controller Kfi, is able to concentrate on lowering the value of p at high
frequency.
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complex LTI uncertainty as compared to complex LTV uncertainty.
The p values show a similar relationship for real LTI and LTV
uncertainty. The closeness of the LTI and LTV p values indicate
that allowing the a and M parameters to vary infinitely fast is not
overly conservative. The LTV uncertainty increased p slightly with
robust stability still the driving constraint in the problem.
Time responses for a nonlinear simulation with the three controllers are presented in Figs. 6 and 7. A series of acceleration step
commands of varying magnitudes are input to the missile. The time
response plot of the vehicle's acceleration, commanded acceleration, tail fin deflection angle, and rate for all controllers are shown
in Figs. 6 and 7. Mach number is a commanded variable in the nonlinear simulations. Mach is decreased linearly from 3 to 2 during the
first 4 s of the simulation. The closed-loop time responses with K,ir
and Kficimplemented are very similar. Note that no additional highfrequency dynamics were added in the nonlinear simulation to the
original missile model. All controllers meet the desired performance
goals.

Kfi,;

....,Kfi,; and

Kof.

The LTI, robust performance plots (Figs. 4 and 5), show that the
optimal, FI controllers achieve a lower p value than the controller
designed using D- K iteration. KI,, and Kh, achieve robust performance p values 10-20% less than KO*for LTI uncertainty treated as
either all complex or real and complex. The nominal performance
results are similar. The complex robust stability plot, however, shows
that the FI p values are greater than for the output feedback system.
This is not a contradiction, because the robust performance p upper
bound is being optimized rather than robust stability.
K,,, is unable to meet the desired robustness and performance
objectives even for LTI uncertainty. Controller Kar is close to meeting the desired robustness and performance objectives. The peak p
value is only 7% from the desired goal. We found that a reduction
to 1/1.07 or 94% of the amount of input uncertainty results in this

servo =

I

0.0033
3.85

0
2.9 x lo6
0

VII. Conclusion
This paper presents formulas for synthesizing optimal FI, H
',
controllers that directly account for real parametric LTV uncertainty.
This procedure involves a linear matrix inequality, which may be
solved using standard convex optimization methods. A missile autopilot is used to demonstrate the application of these methods.
The direct inclusion of real parametric uncertainty into the control
design procedure results in a 10-15% increase in robustness over
controllers synthesized by treating the real parametric uncertainty
as complex.

Appendix: Stateapace Models and Controllers
This Appendix contains the continuous-time state-space representations of the missile and servomodels used in Fig. 2. The input
to the servo is the commanded fin deflection in radian and the output
is the actual fin deflection in radians:

0
0
-1160 -2.9 x IO6
1
0

controller achieving the Ka,. robust performance objective for the
mixed LTI uncertainty.
The robust performance of the closed-loop systems can also be
analyzed treating the angle-of-attack and Mach variations as timevarying uncertainties. This is important because a and M vary with
time. They are accounted for in the optimal, scaled H, FI control
designs as infinitely fast, time-varying perturbations. Treating the
angle-of-attack and Mach variations as complex, time-varying perturbations leads to robustness values of 1.26 for Kat, 1.47 for Klir,
and 1.38 for KOr.Treating 6, and SW as real, time-varying perturbationsleads torobustnessvaluesof 1.21 for Kh,, 1.12for Kfi,,and 1.3
for K,[. These results correspond to the straight lines in Figs. 4 and 5.
Note that Kac and KOractually achieve better robustness than Kfir
when all uncertainties are treated as complex. Again, this is not
a contradiction, because Kfir is computed to lower the robustness
measure when a and Mach uncertainties are treated as real, LTV
perturbations. Klic and K O fare optimized for complex uncertainties;
hence, they are able to achieve a lower complex p value. The robust
performance p value for KaI-is lower than Kfic and K,f when 6, and
6W are treated as real LTV uncertain parameters. K a rwas synthesized
to be the optimal, FI controller for LTV real parametric uncertainty
for the given uncertainty structure. The robust performance values
of K,;, and KO[are improved when these parameters are allowed to
be real, but are at least 10% higher than Kfir.
Robust performance for the controllers is not greatly affected by
the time-varying nature of the 6, and 6 M uncertainty parameters.
The robustness for each controller is approximately 10% less for

0

The states of the missile are angle of attack in radian and pitch rate
in radianlsecond. The first two inputs are the uncertainty associated
with angle-of-attack, the next six are the uncertainty associated with
Mach, and the final input is the fin deflection. The first two outputs
are associated with angle-of-attack variations, the next six outputs
with Mach variations, and the final output is the acceleration. Define
the state-space missile model as

where

r -1.192

[$I

107.386
26.546
-13.898
-5.182
-11.294
=
13.367
-9.550
0.269
-0.392
100.373

0.878-1.124
0.000
-0,001
0.004
-0.017
-0.005
-0.001
-0.003
0.002
-0.071,
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-

-0.007
- 13.896

I?[

=

0.306
0.840
0.218
0.017
0.004
-0.006
-0.000
0.001
-0.069

-0.014 -0.008
0.001 -0.014
-26.542 -85.768
8.577 -0.210
-0.415
0.000
0.000 -0.002
0.001
-0.306 -0.000 -0.000
0.049
0.278
0.307
0.416
0.450
-0.261 -0.182
0.032
0.613
-0.017 -0.158
0.008
0.412
0.070 -0.041
-0.01 1
0.006
0.026
0.008
-0.001
0.001
-0.006 -0.040 -0,080
6.592
-0.133 -5.575 -1.341

The following matrices are the constant gain FI controllers. The
first eight entries are gains for the state measurements, and the remaining gains are for the disturbance measurements. Note that the
controller synthesized for systems with complex uncertainty Kac is
a state-feedback controller with real entries:

-

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

--0.007
0.000,1-0.091 0.001.1
-0.164 0.011.1
0.300 0.0281
0.265 0.028,[
-0.173 O.O34/
0.021 0 . 0 3 1 ~
-2.739 - 0 . 0 3 1 ~
0.01 1 0.000,~
0.021 0.000.~
0.053 0.001.1
-0.004 - 0.000.1
-0.006 0.000~
0.005 - 0.000,1
-0.003 + 0.000~
-0.002 0.000.~
-0.553 0.005,l
- 0.002 - 0.OOOJ-

-

-230.07
-8.208
-0.001
-57.826
Kn, =
0.008
23.593
-8.307
- 195.88 -

+
+

The order of feedback measurements is given in Table AI.
Controller Kcr contains complex entries and can be realized as
a real dynamic controller or real constant gain matrix using the
techniques in Sec. V. The output feedback controller is a seven
state controller. The inputs are the error between commanded and
actual acceleration and the pitch rate; the output is commanded fin
deflections in radian:
-- 67099.46
0.00

Table A1
1
2
3-6
7
8
9-10
11-16
17
18

0.034
-0.432
0.001
-0.001
0.012
0.370
-0.423
-0.329
0.080
-0.160
-5.397

-0.041
-0.223
0.000
-0.000
0.001
0.003
-0.002
-0.155
0.003
0.284
3.270
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